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With more rain predicted in the coming week, state officials are warning about the possibility of more
landslides and mudslides across the state, including in Marin.

Although landslides can occur at any time, the rainy season increases their likelihood, especially in areas that
have had previous slides. Southern California last week was hit hard by rainstorms that caused several slides.
The California Geological Survey is reminding people to be aware of the signs of an impending landslide or
mudslide.

"Californians are well aware that they're in earthquake country, but landslides are a more frequent occurrence
and can be just as devastating in localized areas," said John Parrish, the head of survey.

More than 100 Californians have been killed by debris flows during the past 25 years. Most of those deaths
occurred when debris buried people sleeping in lower-floor bedrooms adjacent to slopes that gave way.

Deadly mudslides in Marin are rare, but not unheard of. In April 2006, Walter Guthrie, 74, died when a wall of
mud overwhelmed his home at 70 Bolsa Ave. in Mill Valley. In January 1982, four people died, including
residents in Tiburon, Sausalito and San Rafael whose homes collapsed in mudslides.

"Marin is at risk as equally as other counties in the Bay Area," said Tim McCrink, senior engineering geologist
for the state survey. "Hills are more susceptible. When we see slides, usually you have land that is already
saturated, then a heavy storm overwhelms the ground."

A landslide is any mass of earth and rock that moves downhill by sliding, flowing or falling, according to the
state Department of Conservation. Large, slow-moving landslides composed of bedrock can cause extensive
property damage but usually do not result in loss of life.

Debris flows, commonly called mudslides, are more dangerous types of landslides because they can move
quickly before people have a chance to get out of harm's way. Mud, rock and debris caught by these rapid flows
can travel quickly down a hillside.

"When it's raining hard, the single most important action you can take is to avoid sleeping in lower-floor
bedrooms on the sides of houses that face hazardous slopes," said geologist Charles Real, who heads the state
survey's landslide mapping efforts.

Other counties have more areas with the potential to slide, but because many of Marin's homes are built into
hillsides, the potential for damage to life and property is greater here, according to the U.S. Geological Survey.
Between one-third and one-fourth of all land in Marin has the potential to slide, according to the USGS.

"If you live on, below or on top of a slope -- especially in areas where plant life has been thinned -- be alert
when it's raining," Real said. "Check for new cracks in soil, bare hillsides or material moving downhill. Any
unusual rumbling sounds may indicate that soil is giving way."

Areas that have experienced landslides in the past are more susceptible to repeat occurrences and regions that
received significant amounts of rain last year have an increased potential for a landslide this winter. The USGS



has mapped slides in Marin, which can be viewed at the website http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/1997/of97-
745/madl.html

Landslides constitute the greatest threat to life in Marin during heavy rains, according to Marin County Office
of Emergency Services officials.

If the rains do come hard, areas of Mill Valley, Bolinas, Nicasio and San Geronimo Valley, the Ross Valley,
Corte Madera, part of Novato and Lucas Valley could be at risk, officials said. If mudslides hit, county officials
say they are ready. Marin's Regional Urban Search and Rescue Task Force Team has trained for such an event.

The 80-member task force consists of doctors, structural engineers, hazardous materials specialists, paramedics,
mobile intensive care nurses, firefighters, public works specialists, search dogs, heavy equipment technicians
and other specially trained personnel.

"Earthquakes don't give us any warning, but landslides do," Parrish said. "If you know the warning signs and
take prudent steps in advance, you can save lives and minimize property damage."


